This paper extends the decision tree technique to an uncertain environment where the uncertainty is represented by belief functions as interpreted in the Transferable Belief Model (TBM). This so-called belief decision tree is a new classification method adapted to uncertain data. We will be concerned with the construction of the belief decision tree from a training set where the knowledge about the instances' classes is represented by belief functions, and its use for the classification of new instances where the knowledge about the attributes' values is represented by belief functions.
Introduction
Several learning methods have been developed to ensure classification. Among these, the decision tree method may be one of the most commonly used in supervised learning approaches. Indeed decision trees are characterized by their capability to break down a complex decision problem into several simpler ones. They represent a sequential procedure for deciding the class membership of a given instance. Their major advantage resides in providing a powerful formalism for representing comprehensible classifiers often easy to interpret by experts and even by ordinary users.
Though their popularity and efficiency, the standard decision trees are unfit to cope with data pervaded with uncertainty both at the construction and at the classification phase. Ignoring the uncertainty may affect classification results and even produce erroneous decisions.
In order to overcome these limitations encountered in standard decision trees, two kinds of technique have been proposed: the probabilistic decision trees [23] and the fuzzy decision trees [41] [44] [18] .
The major objective of the probabilistic decision trees is to classify instances with missing or uncertain attribute values where the uncertainty is represented by a probability.
The fuzzy decision trees have been developed to cope with data where both the class and the attributes are represented by fuzzy values. Fuzziness that occurs in classes and attributes are not considered in this paper, but the technique developed here could be extended to such types of data.
The belief function theory, as understood in the Transferable Belief Model [35] , [37] , provides a very powerful tool to deal with epistemic uncertainty. It provides a mathematical tool to treat subjective, personal judgments on the different parameters of any classification problem and can be easily extended to deal with objective probabilities. It allows experts to express partial beliefs in a much more flexible way than probability functions do. It permits to handle nicely partial or even total ignorance concerning classification parameters.
Besides, it offers interesting tools to combine several pieces of evidence, like the conjunctive and the disjunctive rules of combination. In addition, decision making is solved through the pignistic transformation.
Hence, the belief function theory seems to provide a convenient framework to handle uncertainty in the decision tree techniques. For this reason, we develop what we call a belief decision tree approach which will integrate the advantages of both the decision tree technique and the belief function theory in order to deal with the uncertainty, especially the cognitive one, that may affect the classification problem parameters. This paper presents basically the theoretical basis of the belief decision trees. It is organized as follows: we start by giving the necessary background concerning the decision trees and the belief function theory. The characteristics of the belief decision trees are then defined in section 4, whereas in section 5 the parameters of this new classification method are developed. Finally in section 6 and section 7, we detail the construction of a belief decision tree and the classification procedures.
This paper focuses on theoretical foundations of the belief decision trees. Its application and its comparison with other decision trees will be presented in a forthcoming paper. Preliminary results have been published in [8, 9] . Another approach to build belief decision trees is presented in [2, 7] where they consider the data as a "random sample" but are limited to binary classes, whereas we use an other interpretation of the data as explained in section 5.
Decision trees
A decision tree is a representation of a decision procedure allowing to determine the class of an object. It is composed of three basic elements:
1. A decision node specifying the test attribute.
2. An edge corresponding to one of the possible values of the test attribute outcomes. It leads generally to a sub decision tree.
3.
A leaf, which is also named an answer node, including classes that, typically, belongs to the same class, or at least are very similar.
For what concerns a decision tree, the developer must explain how the tree is constructed and how it is used.
1. Building the tree. Based on a given training set, a decision tree is built. It consists in selecting for each decision node the "appropriate" test attribute and also to define the class labeling each leaf.
2. Classification. Once the tree is constructed, it is used in order to classify a new instance. We start at the root of the decision tree, we test the attribute specified by this node. The result of this test allows us to move down the tree branch according to the attribute value of the given instance. This process is repeated until a leaf is encountered, the instance is being then classified in the same class as the one characterizing the reached leaf.
Several algorithms have been developed in order to ensure the construction of decision trees and its use for the classification task. The ID3 and C4.5 algorithms developed by Quinlan [20] , [24] are probably the most popular ones. We can also mention the CART algorithm of Breiman and al. [3] .
The majority of the algorithms for building decision trees use a descendent strategy (from the root to the leaves). To ensure this approach, many parameters are required and they can be considered as generic parameters of the algorithm.
The formalism for building decision trees is also referred to as Top Down Induction of Decision Tree (TDIDT) since it proceeds by successive divisions of the training set where each division represents a question about an attribute value.
A generic decision tree algorithm is characterized by the next properties.
1. The attribute selection measure. An attribute is chosen in order to partition the training set in an "optimized" manner. A decision node relative to this attribute is created. It becomes the root of the corresponding decision tree.
2.
A partitioning strategy. The current training set is divided by taking into account the selected test attributes.
3. The stopping criteria. A training subset is declared as a leaf if it satisfies one of the stopping criteria.
The different steps are applied recursively on the training subsets that do not verify the stopping criteria.
Attribute selection measure: This measure allows to select the attribute that characterizes the root of the decision tree and those of the different sub decision trees. Quinlan has defined a measure called information gain [20] . It is also referred to as the 'gain criterion' based on the information theory of Shannon [29] . The idea is to compute the information gain of each attribute in order to find how well each attribute alone classifies the training examples, then the one presenting the highest value will be chosen. In fact, this attribute generates a partition where the instances classes are as homogeneous as possible within each subset created by the attribute.
Let T denote a training set. Let Θ = {C 1 , C 2 . . . , C n } be the set of n mutually exclusive and exhaustive classes so that each instance in T belongs to one and only one class. Let A be one attribute which domain is finite and denoted by D(A). The information gain criterion of Quinlan is defined as following [24] :
where
and
where f req(C i , T ) denotes the number of objects in the set T that belong to the class C i and T v is the subset of objects for which the attribute A has the value v.
The best attribute is the one that maximizes Gain(T, A). Once the best attribute is allocated to a node, the training set T is split into several subsets, one for each value of the selected attribute. The procedure is then iterated for each subset using only the data that belong to them.
Although it has shown good results, the information gain criterion presents a serious limitation. It favors attributes with a large number of values over those with a small number of values [24] . To overcome this drawback, Quinlan has proposed a kind of normalization known as the gain ratio criterion. In this manner, the attributes with many values will be adjusted.
Gain ratio(T, A)
Split Inf o(T, A) measures the information in the attribute due to the partition of the training set T into |D(A)| training subsets. This quantity describes the information content of the attribute itself.
The idea is to compute the gain ratio of each test attribute, the one presenting the highest value will be selected as the attribute test.
Partitioning strategy: It consists in decomposing the training set into many subsets. In the case of symbolic attributes (with a finite number of values), this strategy resides on testing all the possible attribute values, whereas for the case of numeric attributes, a discretization step is generally needed.
Stopping criteria: It deals with the condition of stopping growth of a part of the decision tree (or even all the decision tree). In other words, it determines whether or not a training subset will be further divided. It is generally fulfilled when all the objects belong to only one class. The part of the decision tree verifying this criterion will be declared as a leaf.
The problems of overfitting and tree pruning are not considered in this paper.
Belief function theory

Basic concepts
In the following, we shall briefly recall some of the basics of the belief function theory. Details can be found in [26, 33, 38] .
Let Θ be a finite non empty set including all the elementary events related to a given problem. In the present context, Θ is a set of classes, and the elementary events are the possible classes. These events are assumed to be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Such set Θ is classically called the frame of discernment.
The power set of Θ, denoted by 2 Θ , is defined as:
Hence, the elements of 2 Θ are sets of classes. The impact of a piece of evidence on the different subsets of the frame of discernment Θ is represented by the so-called basic belief assignment (bba), (initially called basic probability assignment [26] , an expression that has created confusion in the past). The bba m is a function m : 2 Θ → [0, 1] that satisfies:
The value m(A), called a basic belief mass (bbm), represents the part of belief exactly committed to the subset A of Θ given a piece of evidence, or equivalently to the fact that all we know is that A holds. Due to the lack of information, this quantity cannot be apportioned to any strict subset of A. So, it represents the specific support given to A.
Shafer [26] has initially proposed a normality condition expressed by:
A bba that satisfies (8) is called a normalized basic belief assignment function.
Smets [32, 37] relaxes this condition and interprets m(∅) as the part of belief given to the fact that none of the hypotheses in Θ is true or as the amount of conflict between the pieces of evidence. The subsets A of the frame of discernment Θ such that m(A) is strictly positive, are called the focal elements of the bba m.
A belief function, denoted bel, corresponding to a specific bba m, assigns to every subset A of Θ the sum of the basic belief masses committed to the subsets of A by m [26] . Contrary to the bba which expresses only the part of beliefs committed exactly to A, the belief function bel represents the total belief that one commits to A without being also committed to A. The belief function bel : 2 Θ → [0, 1] is defined so that:
The plausibility function pl : 2 Θ → [0, 1] quantifies the maximum amount of belief that could be given to a subset A of Θ. It is equal to the sum of the bbm given to subsets B compatible with A. In other words, it contains those parts of beliefs that do not contradict A (i.e., those B such that B ∩ A = ∅).
We also deal with the so-called commonality function q : 2 Θ → [0, 1]. It represents the total mass free to move to every element of A [1] . It is defined as:
Several special belief functions are described.
• The vacuous belief function is a belief function that satisfies [26] :
Such bba quantifies the state of total ignorance since there is no support given to any strict subset of Θ.
• A categorical belief function is a belief function that satisfies [19] :
Such function has a unique focal element A different from the frame of discernment Θ.
• The certain belief function is a categorical belief function which focal element is a singleton. It represents a state of total certainty as it assigns all the belief to a unique elementary event.
Combination of belief functions
Let m 1 and m 2 be two bba's defined on the same frame of discernment Θ. These two bba's are induced by two 'distinct' pieces of evidence and collected from two experts (information sources). These bba's can be combined either conjunctively or disjunctively:
1. The conjunctive rule: The conjunctive rule of combination handles the case where both sources of information are fully reliable. The result of the combination is a joint bba representing the conjunction of the two pieces of evidence induced from the two sources. Hence, the induced bba quantifies the combined impact of the two pieces of evidence. This rule, denoted by ∩ , is defined by [39] :
The conjunctive rule can be seen as an unnormalized Dempster's rule of combination. This latter, denoted by ⊕, deals with the closed world assumptions [33] , and is defined as [26] :
K is called the normalization factor.
The disjunctive rule:
The dual of the conjunctive rule is the disjunctive rule of combination that builds the bba representing the impact of two pieces of evidence when we only know that at least one is to be accepted, but we do not know which one. This rule, denoted by ∪ , is defined by [39] :
Note that since the conjunctive and the disjunctive rules are both commutative and associative, combining several pieces of evidence induced from distinct information sources (either conjunctively or disjunctively) may be easily ensured by applying repeatedly the chosen rule. The conjunctive and disjunctive rules are not distributive. 
Vacuous extension of belief functions
m Y ↑X (A × Θ X−Y ) = m Y (A) for A ⊆ Θ Y (19) m Y ↑X (B) = 0 if B is not in the form A × Θ X−Y(20)
Pignistic transformation
The problem of decision making in the context of the Transferable Belief Model is handled by the pignistic transformation. The TBM is based on a two level mental models:
• The credal level where beliefs are entertained and represented by belief functions.
• The pignistic level where beliefs are used to make decisions and represented by probability functions called the pignistic probabilities.
When a decision must be made, beliefs held at the credal level induce a probability measure at the pignistic level, measure denoted BetP [38] . The link between these two functions is achieved by the pignistic transformation.
4 Characteristics of a belief decision tree
In this section, we introduce the concept of the belief decision tree by presenting its definition and its objectives. Then, we define the structure of the training set which will be illustrated by an example. Finally, the belief decision tree representation will be described.
Definition
A belief decision tree is a decision tree in an uncertain environment where the uncertainty is represented by belief functions as interpreted in the Transferable Belief Model (TBM).
Contrary to a classical decision tree where the objects' classes and the attribute values are known with certainty, in a belief decision tree, these two parameters may be uncertain or even unknown. Such uncertainty can appear either in the construction or in the classification phase.
Objectives
As for a standard decision tree, a belief decision tree aims at realizing two major objectives:
1. Building a decision tree from a given set of training instances pervaded with uncertainty. In other words, ensuring the induction of the belief decision tree.
2. Ensuring the classification of new instances which attributes' values can be uncertain or even unknown. Such procedure is also called the inference procedure.
Structure of the training set
Definition
Any decision tree is constructed from a training set of objects and based on successive refinements. The training set is the basis leading to the induction of the tree and consequently to the classification of new instances in the inference phase. This set is traditionally composed of elements represented as pairs (attributes, class) where for each object, we know exactly its assigned class and the value of each attribute.
However, due to the uncertainty introduced here, the structure of the training set we will use may be different from the traditional one. We accept that it may contain data where the class may be uncertain or even unknown. We assume that the values of the attributes of each training instance are known with certainty. Uncertainty on the attributes' values of the cases in the training set is not considered in this paper.
The uncertainty on the classes of the training instance is represented by a basic belief assignment defined on the set of possible classes. This bba, generally given by an expert (or several experts), represents the opinions-beliefs of this expert about the actual value of the class for each object in the training set.
Notations
In this paper, we use the following notations: -T : a given training set, -I j : an instance also named object or case or example, -A: the set of attributes, -Θ = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n }: the frame of discernment involving all the possible classes related to the classification problem. The C i 's are assumed to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive, -C(I j ): the actual class of the object
: the conditional bbm given to the hypothesis that the actual class C(I j ) of instance I j belongs to C ⊆ Θ by an agent g that accepts that the information a is true. Useless indices are omitted when they are clearly defined from the context.
Special cases
Among the advantages of working under the belief function framework, we notice that the two extreme cases, total knowledge and total ignorance concerning training instance classes, are easily expressed:
• When the class C(I j ) of the object I j is perfectly known to be C ν ∈ Θ, it will be represented by a certain belief function having this class as the only focal element:
Such case is referred to as total knowledge and corresponds to the classical "certain" context. Hence, our representation is also appropriate (but not efficient) to describe the standard case where all the classes of the training instances are known with certainty.
• When we have no information about the class of an object which means that the expert is not able to give any judgment concerning the instance's classes, then the bba will be a vacuous belief function defined by:
Such a case is referred to as total ignorance. These cases are generally not included in a training set since they do not provide any information regarding the instances' classes.
• In addition to these special cases, the case of disjunctive classes may be easily described by the so-called categorical belief function. In practice, this latter case may often happen and corresponds to a disjunction of classes that will be assigned to a training instance by an expert. It represents probably the most typical type of information where belief functions will be applied.
Such opinion will be represented by a bba characterized by only one focal element representing the union of the classes assigned to this training instance.
Example
This is a simple example to illustrate our structure of the training set T within the belief function framework. Let T be a small training set (see Table 1 ) composed of eight instances. Each training instance is described by three symbolic attributes.
• Hair with possible values {Blond, Red, Dark}.
• Eyes with possible values {Blue, Brown}.
• Height with possible values {Tall, Short}.
The set of the possible classes are: Θ = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 }.
Hair
Eyes Height bba on classes Table 1 : Training set T . Values of the attributes for the eight cases, and the bba's on the classes (represented by pairs which components are the focal element and its bbm). The last three columns give the pignistic probabilities on the three classes.
So for case 1, the expert strongly supports (.8) that it is a C 1 case. For case 2, C 2 seems supported but C 1 is not excluded, etc... Methods to assess these bba's are explained in [39] .
Belief decision tree representation
Once the structure of the training set is defined, the representation of our belief decision tree is composed of the same elements as in the traditional decision tree:
• Decision nodes for testing attributes.
• Branches for specifying attribute values.
• Leaves dealing with classes of the training instances.
Due to the uncertainty related to training instances' classes, the structure of leaves will change. Instead of assigning a unique class to each leaf, it will be labeled by a bba expressing a belief on the actual class of the objects belonging to the leaf. The computation of each leaf's bba will be shown in the next section. 5 The averaging and the conjunctive approaches for building belief decision trees
The training set in a belief decision tree is characterized by the fact that our knowledge about the value of the actual class of its instances is represented by a bba on Θ, the set of possible classes. The classical algorithms must be adapted to cope with such a context poisned with uncertainty. Before describing our algorithms in details, we explain how we derive two of them. Of course, these are many possible algorithms, but the interest of the chosen ones comes from their close link to:
• the classical approach developed by Quinlan for our so-called averaging approach
• the ideas behind the TBM itself for our so-called conjunctive approach.
The averaging approach
Suppose the decision tree is built, and consider one leaf, denoted S, and suppose that 80% of the cases in S are C 1 cases. Why does this influence our knowledge about the class to which belongs a new case that falls in the same leaf S ? There are (at least) two possible answers.
The sampling answer.
We implicitly consider that the new case is a case selected at random from the same population as the one from which the cases in S were selected. We assume that the observed frequencies in S are 'good estimators' of the distribution of the classes in the population. Then the proportion 80% is equated (maybe in a not very rigorous way) to the probability that a case randomly selected in the population represented by S is C 1 , i.e., belongs to class C 1 . We observe a new case, and we can say that the probability that the new case is a C 1 is .80. Therefore the 80% proportion of C 1 in S becomes finally the probability that the new case that falls in S is a C 1 . The largest the dominant proportion in S, the most confident we will feel in our claim about the new case's class. So we would like that most cases in a leaf belong to the same class. If this ideal is not achievable, we would like to be able to assert with confidence that the new case's class is one among a few of the possible classes, and that many of the possible classes can be excluded. The worst case for a leaf is encountered when every class is equally represented, as assigning then a class to a new case falling in that leaf would be unjustified and unsupported.
The heterogeneity of the probabilities is what entropy of equation (2) is supposed to quantify. The entropy is maximal when the classes are equiprobable, and becomes smaller when the distribution of the classes becomes further and further away from the equi-probability. The smallest entropy (of value 0) is reached when the probability is one for one class, and 0 for all the other classes.
Quinlan's algorithm is based on that idea, and thus tries to minimize the entropy at the leaf's level. Unfortunately the justification for using the proportions instead of the probabilities can seriously be criticized. It would be acceptable if the number of cases in S was really large, but in practice this is not the case. Leaves with one element are even considered. So the suggested justification is hard to defend, and we feel the second one is more appropriate.
The finite population answer.
Suppose that the data of S correspond to a population, not to a sample selected from a larger population. We assume that one case is selected at random, with equi-probability, i.e., with probability 1/|S|, from S, and that the new case is a duplicate of this selected case, so it is exactly equal to the selected one. If we knew which case had been selected, the class of the new case would be the class of the selected one, but we do not know which one in S was actually selected. All we can say is that the probability that the new case's class is C i is equal to the probability that the selected case is a C i , and this probability is equal, thanks to the equi-probable sampling method, to the proportions of C i cases in S.
Entropy becomes then perfectly meaningful for the same reasons as given in the previous analysis. For instance, let table 2 represents the five cases in the subset S of the training set. The class of each case is defined by the indicator function. Cases 1 and 2 are C 1 's, etc . . . If each case has a probability p i = .2 of being selected, then the probability of selecting a C 1 case is just the sum of the indicators weighted by the .2 probabilities. In fact the indicator can be understood as the probability that the selected case is a C j case given the selected case is case i. So the probability that the selected case is C j becomes:
Entropy could then be computed from these 'expected values'.
This equation (24) allows us to shift directly to the case where the classes are uncertain, and the uncertainty is represented by a probability measure. Table 3 presents the kind of data that could be collected from the five cases in S. Here case 1 has a high probability of being a C 1 , but might also be a C 2 or a C 3 , even though these last two options are individually less probable than the first.
The expected values are computed as in the previous cases, and the probability that the randomly selected case is a C 1 is .2 in this case. Entropy could then be computed from these 'expected value'.
What about the entropy in this context? We would like that there would be as few ambiguity as possible when we classify a new case falling in a leaf. So we would like that the probability in a leaf points essentially to one class, and entropy is an excellent measure to quantify this tendency. Hence the use of the entropy computed from the average probability function in a leaf is plainly justified. The probability used to compute the entropy is replaced now by the pignistic probability computed from m. It just happens that the pignistic probability computed form m is the same as the average of the pignistic probabilities computed for each case:
where Γ is the operator that transforms a bba into a pignistic probability function. This linearity property is even the major property that justifies the used of the pignistic probabilities [38] . In consequence, when uncertainty is represented by bba's, it is enough to compute the pignistic probability over Θ, the set of possible classes, for each case, and proceeds as done in Table 3 . The use of the entropy at the leaf level is justified just as in the probabilistic case.
Using bba's instead of probabilities on the classes is really not a real issue. One may then raise the question : why to use the TBM in such a case ? The answer is to be found in dynamic contexts where the beliefs about the classes for each individual can vary with time. New pieces of information could be collected about the data in the training set, in which case the bba's will be adapted by applying the appropriate Dempster's rules, and the change in the pignistic probabilities will not be those one obtained if the impact of the new information was handled within the probability model. So using the TBM, eventhough not essential when the training set is fixed, becomes interesting when our knowledge about the classes of the data in the training set can vary.
Besides, suppose the value of a needed attribute of a new case is itself uncertain, like the value being v 1 or v 2 . As explained in Section 8, we will compute the bba m 1 from the data in the leaf reached if v 1 was the case, and the bba m 2 from the data in the leaf reached if v 2 was the case. The combination of these two bba's is obtained by the disjunctive rule of combination, something that brings us far away from the pignistic probabilities, and requires the whole TBM apparatus.
So even though in simple cases, the need for the TBM was not essential, it becomes really so in more complicated contexts.
The conjunctive approach
The second method we considered is conceptually much closer to the TBM itself. Let us first reconsider what can be done at the leaf's level. In a given leaf S, we suppose we have several cases and ideally they all belong to the same class. So every case in S belongs to the same class, but we don't know which one. Each case provides a bba m i , i = 1 . . . |S|, that represents what is known from case i about the class to which it belongs, hence to the class that characterizes S. The belief we can build on the class 'common' to those who belong to S is obtained by combining the m i , for i ∈ S, by the conjunctive combination rule. This idea is based on similar approaches developed by Denoeux [5] , [40] .
So if m i is the bba of case I i in the considered leaf S, we compute
The bba m S is what all the cases in leaf S jointly express about the class of those cases that belong to the leaf S. So the classification of a new case that falls in leaf S is based on this joint bba m S , and the class is decided using the pignistic probabilities computed from this bba m S .
Knowing what will be done once the tree is built, let us now shift to its construction. What 'nice' property should be satisfied by the cases in a leaf. Ideally, they should belong to the same class. But their actual classes are unknown. Suppose then two cases with the same bba on Θ, the set of possible classes. It seems reasonable to be satisfied if both cases fall in the same leaf. So what we would like is that all cases in a leaf have bba's that are 'close' to each others. Thus a distance between bba's, and in particular between two bba's, is required.
Distance between bba's
Let m 1 and m 2 be two bba's, both defined on Θ. These two bba's are vectors in a 2 |Θ| dimension space. A natural distance is the euclidian distance between the two vectors. But why to use the bba's themselves, and not any vector that is in one to one correspondence with the bba, like the bel vector, or the q vector... So let f i be such a vector where f i is a function of m i , which value at X ⊆ Θ is denoted f i (X). We are going to show that f i (X) = −ln(q i (X)) is an appropriate choice. We define the distance between two instances I i and I j belonging to S as:
We can then define the distance among the instance within one group S as the average of the distance between pairs of instances in S:
where s = |S|.
Ideally this distance should be minimized if the goal is that cases in S are similar to each others. This 'intra-group' distance (because computed within one group), has the advantage that minimizing it is equivalent to maximizing the 'inter-groups' distances (the one computed between groups), another criterion that could have been advocated.
The intra-group distance can be shown to be equal to:
The distance D 2 S depends thus of f (X). This average f can be seen as the function of a bba m that has the following property: when 'added' s times, the result has the same 'weight' as the 'addition' of the s bba's m i . As far as within one group, all bba's will be summarized by the result of their combination by the conjunctive rule of combination, the 'addition' operation can be seen as applying the conjunctive combination. So we want:
Thanks to the property of the commonality functions, the conjunctive combination rule can be written as a product, and even better, the logarithm of the commonality function of the combination is the sum of the logarithms of the commonality functions entered into the conjunctive combination.
Let κ be defined as minus the logarithm (basis e as the choice of the basis is arbitrary) of q, so let κ i (X) = − ln(q i (X)) for X ⊆ Ω. Then we define:
So, we get
If we take f (m i ) = κ i , and κ = 1 s κ 1,2...s , we have a function f that satisfies the idea that the impact of the s instances in the group under consideration is equal to the impact of s times the 'average' case.
Beware that usually κ is not the commonality function of a belief function, even though ∩ i=1...s κ is the commonality function of a belief function. In fact, the ∩ operator must and can innocuously be extended to 'generalized belief functions', i.e., any real function on Θ which coefficients of its Möbius transform (the equivalent of the basic belief masses) add to 1.
So our proposed intra-group distance of instances i = 1 . . . s becomes:
where κ i (X) = − ln q{I i }(X) and κ(X) = 1 |S| i∈S κ i (X). The case where q{I i }(Θ) = 0 is solved, thanks to the continuity of all involved functions, by putting a very small mass ǫ on Θ, proceeding with the computation and taking the limit for ǫ → 0.
Belief decision tree parameters
In this section, we define the major parameters leading to the construction of the belief decision tree in both the averaging and the conjunctive approaches. At first, we describe what we have developed as attribute selection measures to ensure the construction of a belief decision trees. Then, we present the partitioning strategy and the stopping criteria. Finally, we detail the structure of leaves in belief decision trees.
Attribute selection measures in a belief decision tree
One of the fundamental parameters in a decision tree (and consequently in a belief decision tree) is the attribute selection measure. This measure is used in order to choose "the best" test attribute at each decision node of the tree. It quantifies the class discrimination power of each attribute.
The attribute selection measure has to provide a division of the training set into smaller subsets that are more homogeneous.
The structure of the training set is characterized by data which class is uncertain. This uncertainty is expressed by a bba on the classes domain.
Averaging approach
Under this approach, the attribute selection measure is based on the entropy computed from the average pignistic probability computed from the pignistic probabilities of each instance in the node. We propose the following steps to choose the appropriate attribute:
1. Compute the pignistic probability of each instance I j in the training set by:
2. Compute the average pignistic probability function BetP Θ {S} taken over the set of objects S in order to get the average probability on each class.
3. Compute the entropy of the average pignistic probabilities in S. This value Inf o(S) is equal to:
4. Select an attribute A. Collect the subset S A v made with the cases having v as a value for the attribute A.
Compute the average pignistic probability for those cases in subset S
6. Compute Inf o A (S) using the same definition as suggested by Quinlan, but using the pignistic probabilities instead of the proportions. We get:
where Inf o(S 7. Compute the information gain provided by the attribute A in the set of objects S such that:
8. Using the Split Info, compute the gain ratio relative to the attribute A:
9. Repeat for every attribute A ∈ A and choose the one that maximizes the gain ratio.
Example 1: Let's continue with the previous example (see table 1 in section 4.3.4). We start by finding Inf o(T ) relative to this training set. We have to compute the average pignistic probability (see Table 4 ): The results induced from the pignistic transformation mean that the average probability that a training instance chosen randomly from T belongs respectively to the classes C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are respectively 0.32, 0.32 and 0.36.
These probabilities will be used to compute Inf o(T ) described as the entropy relative to the whole training set T (see equation (28)):
BetP (C i ).log 2 BetP (C i ) = −0.32 * log 2 0.32 − 0.32 * log 2 0.32 − 0.36 * log 2 0.36 = 1.583.
The value 1.583 represents the average amount of information needed to identify the class of an instance in the training set T .
Once
the Inf o(T ) is calculated, we have to look for the Inf o Hair (T ), Inf o Eyes (T ) and Inf o Height (T ). These computations will be ensured by applying the equation (29).
Let us do the computation for the eye attribute. Let BetP Θ {T
Eyes
Blue } and BetP Θ {T
Brown } be the average pignistic probability functions relative respectively to the objects belonging to T and having respectively blue eyes and brown eyes (see Table 5 ). 
Then, we compute the information gain (see equation 30) , we get respectively: The attribute that maximizes the gain ratio is the hair attribute. It will be chosen as the root of the decision tree relative to the training set T and branches are created for each of its possible values (Blond, Red, Dark). The same procedure is applied, iteratively, to the cases that fall in each subset that is created according to the values of the selected attribute.
Conjunctive approach
The conjunctive approach uses the intra-group distance D 2 S (see equation (25)) that quantifies for each attribute value how much objects are close from each others.
The selection attribute measure to build a belief decision tree under the conjunctive approach is made of the following steps:
1. For each case in the training set, compute :
from the bba m Θ {I j }.
For each attribute value v of attribute A, compute the joint κ{S
A v } defined on Θ by:
3. Hence for each attribute value, the intra-group distance SumD(S A v ) is defined by: 
5. At this level, we may conclude which attribute will be chosen as a root relative to the set of objects S. It consists in selecting the one presenting the minimal SumD A (S). In other words the attribute presenting a partition of objects in which objects are the closest from each others. Nevertheless we can proceed in order to take into account the number of possible values for the domain of the attribute.
6. By analogy to our averaging approach, we may also compute Dif f (S, A) defined as the difference between SumD(S) and SumD A (S):
7. Using the Split Info, compute the Diff ratio relative to the attribute A:
8. Repeat for every attribute A ∈ A and choose the one that maximizes the gain ratio.
Example 2:
We use the training set presented in the previous example and apply the attribute selection measure based on a conjunctive approach in order to find the test attribute.
We start by computing SumD(T ), the sum of distances separating each training instance to the whole set T. We have:
We proceed with the computation for the eye attribute. Two values may be possible which are blue eyes or brown eyes. We define the following bba's:
By applying the same process for the other attributes, we get:
We have also to compute Dif f (T, A) for A ∈ {Hair, Eyes, Height}. We get: The application of the "Diff Ratio" criterion leads to the choice of the eye attribute as an attribute test relative to the training set T.
Partitioning strategy
The partitioning strategy, also known as the splitting strategy, defines how to split the training set according to the attribute values. Since we deal with symbolic attributes, we create an edge for each value of the attribute chosen as a decision node. Thus, we get several training subsets where each one is relative to one branch and regrouping objects having the same attribute value.
The partitioning strategy for the construction of a belief decision tree is very similar to the partitioning strategy used in the classic tree. This is due to that the uncertainty concerns the classes of the training instances and not the values of their attributes.
Stopping criteria
The stopping criteria control the process of the construction of the belief decision tree. It allows to stop the development of a path and to declare the node as a leaf. In other words, it determines whether or not a training subset should be further divided.
Three strategies are proposed as a stopping criterion:
1. If the treated node includes only one instance. Hence, the leaf will contain only one object.
2. If the treated node includes instances of which the m i 's are equal.
3. If there is no further attribute to test. In other words, if all the attributes are split.
4. If the value of the applied attribute selection measure for the remaining attributes is less or equal than zero which means that the "eventual" partition does not provide a better separation.
In such case, a leaf will include one or several instances characterized by the same values for the selected attributes but generally having different bba's on their actual classes.
Structure of leaves
The leaf in a belief decision tree will be labeled by a basic belief assignment function since the classes of the different training instances are expressed by the means of basic belief assignments.
The major question is how to compute each leaf's bba? In fact, two cases must be treated:
In the averaging approach
Using the averaging approach in the selection attribute measure, the leaf's bba will be defined as following:
1. When only one object belongs to the leaf S, the leaf's bba would be equal to this object's bba as defined in the training set.
2. When there are many objects attached to the leaf S, the leaf's bba would be equal to the average of the different basic belief assignment functions relative to these objects.
In the conjunctive approach
Using the conjunctive approach for the development of the selection attribute measure, the leaf's bba will be defined as following:
1. When only one object belongs to the leaf S, the leaf's bba would be equal to this object's bba defined on the training set.
2. When there are many objects attached to the leaf S, the leaf's bba would be equal the result of the conjunctive combination of these objects' bba by using the conjunctive rule.
Building procedure
The building procedure is also called the induction task. It allows to induce a "belief" decision tree in order to use it for the classification task. Even in an uncertain context, the building of belief decision trees requires a top down approach based on the conquer and divide principle.
Description
As mentioned, the algorithm to construct a decision tree is based on three major parameters: the attribute selection measure, the partitioning strategy, the stopping criteria. These parameters must take into account the uncertainty encountered in the training set.
In fact, a belief decision tree is constructed from a training set of objects based on successive refinements. These refinements based on both the attribute selection measure and a partitioning strategy lead to small training subsets. The process may be repeated until leaves are encountered. Such nodes have to satisfy the stopping criteria.
Algorithm of building a belief decision tree
Let T be a training set composed by objects characterized by l symbolic attributes (A 1 , A 2 , ..., A l ) and that may belong to the set of classes Θ = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n }. For each object I j (j = 1 . . . p) of the training set will correspond a basic belief assignment m Θ {I j } expressing the quantity of beliefs exactly committed to the subsets of classes.
Our algorithm which uses a Top Down Induction of Decision Trees (TDIDT) approach, will have the same skeleton as an ID3 algorithm [20] . Besides, our algorithm is considered as generic since it provides two possibilities for selecting the attributes by using either the averaging approach or the conjunctive one.
The different steps of our algorithm of building a belief decision tree are described as follows:
1. Generate the root node of the decision tree including all the objects of the training set T.
2. Choose which approaches will be applied : either the averaging approach or the conjunctive one.
3. Verify if this node satisfies or not the stopping criteria (see section 6.3) :
• If yes, declare it as a leaf node and compute its corresponding bba according to the chosen approach (see section 6.4).
• If not, look for the attribute having the highest attribute selection measure (see section 6.1). This attribute will be designed as the root of the decision tree related to the whole training set.
4. Apply the partitioning strategy (see section 6.2) by developing an edge for each attribute value chosen as a root. This partition leads to several training subsets.
5. Create a root node relative to each training subset.
6. Repeat the same process for each training subset from the step 3, while verifying the stopping criterion.
7. Stop when all the nodes of the latter level of the tree are leaves.
Example 3: Let's continue with the example proposed in section 4.3.4. Let's generate the belief decision trees relative respectively to the average approach (the one relative to the conjunctive approach may be done in the same manner).
As computed in the example 1, we have found that:
Gain Ratio(T, Hair) = 0.35, Gain Ratio(T, Eyes) = 0.3, Gain Ratio(T, Height) = 0.11.
Neither of these attributes satisfy the stopping criteria, so we choose the hair attribute as the root of the decision tree relative to the training set T, since it presents the highest gain ratio.
Therefore, branches are created below this root for each of its possible value (Blond, Red, Dark).
We get the following belief decision tree (see figure 1 We notice that the training subset T
Eyes
Red contains only one object. Hence, the stopping criteria are fulfilled for this subset. As a consequence, the node relative to T
Red is declared as a leaf and its corresponding bba will be equal to m Θ {I 5 }.
For the training subsets T
Blond and T
Dark , we apply the same process as we did for the training set T until the stopping criteria hold.
The final belief decision tree induced by our algorithm is given by (see figure  2) 
Classification procedure
Once the belief decision tree is constructed, the following procedure will be the classification of new instances referring to as new objects. Such task is also named the inference task.
As we deal with an uncertain environment, several cases regarding the knowledge of the attribute values have been studied in order to ensure classification using a belief decision tree.
Standard classification
Our method is able to ensure the standard classification where each attribute value (of the new instance to classify) is assumed to be exact and certain.
As in an ordinary tree, it consists in starting from the root node and repeating to test the attribute at each node by taking into account the attribute value until reaching a leaf.
Contrary to the classical decision tree where a unique class is attached to the leaf, in our belief decision tree the new instance class will be defined by a basic belief assignment related to the reached leaf. This bba defined on the set of classes, represents beliefs on the different subsets of classes (singletons, disjunctions) of the new instance to classify.
In order to make a decision and to get the probability of each singular class, we propose to apply the pignistic transformation.
Disjunctive case
We consider now the classification of new instances poised by uncertainty in the values of their attributes.
Suppose that the value of an attribute of the new object to classify is not precisely known, and it is only known to belong to a set of possible values of in the domain of this attribute. In particular, when the value is missing, the set is equated to the whole domain of the attribute. This can even occur for several attributes. We assume that the various intervals are non interactive, i.e., if all we know is that the value of attribute A 1 is in θ 1 ⊆ Θ and that the value of attribute A 2 is in θ 2 ⊆ Θ, then all the values in θ 1 × θ 2 are possible. Nevertheless the algorithm could easily be adapted to the interactive case.
In order to classify such an object, we determine all the leaves which the object could belong to by tracing out all the paths compatible with our knowledge about the different attribute values.
As a consequence, the new instance may belong to many leaves. In each one, we have a bba representing our knowledge about the class to which belong the cases in the leaf. These bba's must be combined in order to get the belief on the instance's class. The disjunctive rule of combination developed by Smets (see equation 18 ) is the appropriate operator to combine these bba's as it produces the bba under the hypothesis that one path is true (but we do not know which path).
When a decision has to be made, the bba induced from the disjunctive rule is transformed into a probability function by applying the pignistic transformation, producing the probabilities that the new instance belongs to this or that class.
Note that as we mentioned, this case includes the total ignorance of some attribute values. When we deal with unknown attribute values, all the branches relative to the considered attribute will be taken into account. Then, the same process (as in the case of the disjunctive values) will be applied.
General case
The uncertainty characterizing the new instance to classify is not necessarily represented by disjunctive values or missing values (total ignorance). It may be more complicated, especially when the attribute values are provided by several experts. Therefore, it would be interesting to extend our classification procedure in order to handle more general uncertainty.
The uncertainty about the value of the attribute can be defined by a bba on the set of all the possible values of the attribute. Such bba's may be given by one expert or result from the combination (using the conjunctive rule) of several bba's on the attribute values.
Let:
• m Ai be the bba representing the parts of beliefs committed exactly to the different values relative to the attribute A i of the new instance to classify. This bba is defined on the frame of discernment Θ Ai including all the possible values of the attribute A i .
• Θ A be the global frame of discernment relative to all the attributes. It is equal to the cross product of the different Θ Ai . We denote by:
Since an instance is characterized by a set of combination of values where each one is relative to an attribute, we have firstly to find the bba expressing beliefs on both the different attributes' values of the new instance to classify. In other words, we have to look for the joint bba representing beliefs on all the instance's attributes. To ensure this objective, we have to apply the following steps:
Extend the different bba's m
Ai to the global frame of attributes Θ A . As a result, we get the different bba's m Ai↑A .
2. Combine the different extended bba's by applying the conjunctive rule of combination.
Thus, we get a joint bba representing beliefs on the different combinations of the attributes characterizing the given instance. Should there be some 'correlation' between the bba's, the procedure could be adapted, but in any case the end product is a bba on Θ A . We then, consider individually the focal elements of the bba m Θ A . Let x be such a focal element. The next step in our classification task is to compute the belief functions bel Θ [x] . The computation of this function depends on the subset x and more exactly on the focal elements of the bba m Θ A :
1. If the treated focal element x is a singleton (only one value for each attribute), then bel Θ [x] is equal to the belief function corresponding to the leaf to which this focal element is attached.
2. If the focal element x is not a singleton (some attributes have more than one value), that is it contains a disjunction in some attribute values. Then, we have to explore all the possible paths relative to this combination of values. Two cases are possible:
• If these paths lead to one leaf, then bel Θ [x] is equal to this leaf's belief function.
• If these paths lead to distinct leaves, then bel Θ [x] is equal to the result of the disjunctive combination of each leaf's belief function by applying the disjunctive rule. To make a decision, this belief function (or bba) is transformed to a probability function on singular classes via the pignistic transformation.
• the bba m Height induces the following bba on Θ A : m Height↑Θ A (Θ Hair × Θ Eyes × {T all}) = 1.
Once the attributes' bba's are extended to Θ A , then we can apply the conjunctive rule. The result of this combination will be a joint bba on singular instances or subsets of instances. So we get: Next, we have to find beliefs on classes (defined on Θ) given the values of the attributes characterizing the new instance to classify. In fact, three belief functions have to be defined where for each one, we take into account one focal element of m Θ A . According to the belief decision tree generated (see figure 2 ), we get: Hence, these belief functions will be averaged (see equation (42)), we get: Each belief mass represents the part of belief allocated to the fact that the given instance belong to the focal element of this mass.
Applying the pignistic transformation, the pignistic probability will be defined as follows:
BetP (C 1 ) = 0.166; BetP (C 2 ) = 0.192; BetP (C 3 ) = 0.642.
We notice that the probability that this instance belongs respectively to the classes C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are respectively 0.166, 0.192 and 0.642.
As a consequence, it is most probable that this new instance (characterized by blue eyes, tall height and uncertain in the color of its hair) to belong to the class C 3 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have defined the belief decision tree which is a new technique associating the decision tree method to the belief function theory in order to handle uncertainty that can exist on classification problem parameters.
We consider the case where the knowledge about the class of the instances in the training set is represented by a belief function over the set of possible classes.
We present two attribute selection measures using the belief function formalism, one parallel to Quinlan's measure based on the entropy (the averaging method), the other close in spirit to the TBM (the conjunctive method). Partitioning strategy and stopping criteria are provided, and the meaning of the data in the leaves is detailed. We present the different steps of the procedure allowing the construction of the tree in an uncertain context.
Next, we present the inference task ensuring the classification of new instances using the constructed belief decision tree. We consider the case where the knowledge about the value of some attributes is represented by a bba, and show how to use the belief decision tree. All the leaves compatible with the knowledge are considered and their individual conclusions are combined by the disjunctive rule of combination. Classification is then based on the pignistic probabilities derived from the global bba.
This paper presents the theoretical concepts underlying the belief decision trees. The evaluation of the belief decision tree and the comparison of its results with those obtained by classical methods will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
